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Your hands-on guide to Ubuntu
Now it's easier than ever to get the most out of this wildly popular version of Linux. How to Do Everything: Ubuntu leads you through the interface, the built-in applications, and the process of installing software and peripherals. You'll get details on the full-featured OpenOffice.org productivity suite, as well as the fun side of Ubuntu, including graphics, photos, music, videos, and games. Maximize the power of Ubuntu-on PCs or Macs-with help from this practical guide.

	
    Install Ubuntu and navigate the GNOME desktop

    
	Add hardware, software, and peripheral devices 
	Secure your computer with Firestarter, anti-virus programs, and backup/restore software
	Use the OpenOffice.org suite components-Writer, Calc, Base, Impress, Math, and Draw
	Set up a network and connect to the Internet via Firefox
	Create and publish your own website
	Use Windows applications in Ubuntu 
	Play games and enjoy multimedia applications
	Work with Linux shell commands
	Learn to use the vi and Emacs text editors


About the Author

Jeffrey T. Orloff is a founding member of SafeWave.org and serves as the director of technology. He has also taught post-secondary classes in Windows Server, IT Security, and Linux and has worked in educational technology for more than 13 years.
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Post-mining of Association Rules: Techniques for Effective Knowledge ExtractionInformation Science Publishing, 2009

	Since its introduction for market basket analysis in the early 1990s, association rule mining has had a lot of research attention, and it is now widely used in many fields, for example in retail, telecom, insurance, and bioinformatics applications.


	One familiar problem encountered in association mining exercises is that they...
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Start-Up Secure: Baking Cybersecurity into Your Company from Founding to ExitJohn Wiley & Sons, 2021

	
		Add cybersecurity to your value proposition and protect your company from cyberattacks

	
		Cybersecurity is now a requirement for every company in the world regardless of size or industry. Start-Up Secure: Baking Cybersecurity into Your Company from Founding to Exit covers everything a founder, entrepreneur and...
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African American MillionairesJossey-Bass, 2004
Meet the black Achievers who attained the American Dream--from the early years to modern times
"This wonderful book should be required reading for young people, who will learn how some of the nation’s most successful Black men and women became role models."
  --Joyce Ladner, Ph.D.  

Robert Sengstacke Abbott
...
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The Architecture Of Open Source ApplicationsLulu.com, 2012


	Carpentry is an exacting craft, and people can spend their entire lives learning how to do it well.

	But carpentry is not architecture: if we step back from pitch boards and miter joints, buildings as a

	whole must be designed, and doing that is as much an art as it is a craft or science.





	Programming is also an exacting...
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Rightshore!: Successfully Industrialize SAP® Projects OffshoreSpringer, 2008
At a time when business demands urge companies to innovate and CIOs face increasing cost pressures, offshore delivery offers the opportunity to industrialize the implementation processes for system harmonization, consolidation, and enhancement, thereby realizing substantial cost savings and quality improvements. Rightshore® - a...
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Discrete Control SystemsSpringer, 2014

	Discrete Control Systems establishes a basis for the analysis and design of discretized/quantized control systems for continuous physical systems. Beginning with the necessary mathematical foundations and system-model descriptions, the text moves on to derive a robust stability condition. To keep a practical perspective on the uncertain...
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